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Come Saturday, IIT-D will show how cheap tech can simplify lives  
Manash Gohain  

New Delhi  

 

Right from an Android app to help partially disabled navigate a building without assistance to a device which 

lets the blind independently board public transport, several innovative products and solutions will be on 

display at IIT Delhi's open house on April 18. 

Be it technology to convert carbon dioxide to fuel and beat global warming or an injectable hydrogel 

developed from mulberry silk cocoons designed to eliminate surgical solutions to back pain, the researchers, 

who have both creativity and scientific talent on their side, have put their best foot forward. 

Funded by government agencies including the department of science and technology, some of these projects 

are on trial run or being used on pilot basis in various cities. For example, `On Board' for the visually 

impaired is being used in Mumbai's BEST (Brihanmumbai Electric Supply and Transport) buses for a few 

weeks now, with 250 successful boardings. 

High-impact and cheap, some of the gadgets comes at a fraction of the cost of existing technologies. A case-

in-point is the injectable silk hydrogel developed from mulberry silk cocoon solution, which could impact 

millions suffering from back pain due to intervertebral disc degeneration. 

“The present practice is to surgically make a metallic implant or fusion of the discs. A surgical procedure 

costs as much as Rs 10 lakh and is a temporary solution. The in jectable hydrogel would be available at Rs 

100 per disc, setting aside Rs 2,000-3,000 as doctor's fee. We are now waiting for approval of the clinical 

trials, but that will take 2-4 years. We're in touch with AIIMS though”, Dr Sourabh Ghosh, Department of 

Textile Technology, said. By the time the silk hydrogel gets assimilated inside the body , the native tissue is 

regen erated. “This all-silk composite hydrogel system will be the first of its kind to provide both 

symptomatic and long term treatment for degenerative disc diseases”, said Sumit Murab, a research scholar 

on the project. 
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